nize that the poet's brimleade involves much more than getting rewarded for crossing the sea, we too are obliged to "drink deep" and, as far as our lines will reach, at least to try to sound the depths of meaning which lie below the literal surface of the poet's words. The literal translation of 1051-54a might be recast along the lines of:
More deeply yet, did the lord of earls for each Of those who with Beowulf plumbed the sea-paths, There on the bench pulling at mead, fill their sails With flowing wealth, ply them with golden legacy, And then arrange for that one man to be Paid for with solid gold, whom Grendel earlier Had wickedly killed,. . . [1050-54a] University of Denver Swinburne's Speech to the Royal Literary Fund, May 2, 1866
Terry' L. Me ters Algernon Charles Swinburne made so few formal presentations to any kind of audience that only a single public one, so far as I know, is recorded-his reply to a toast at the Royal Literary Fund Dinner of May 2, 1866.' Scholars have thought they had no access to the speech, for, although Edmund Gosse prints a part of it in his biography of Swinburne (along with a slightly distorted account of its presentation) and other biographers include other bits and pieces, it has, to all intents and purposes, dropped from sight; only those able to see the papers of the Royal Literary Fund, Gosse implies, might glimpse the text of what Swinburne said.
Surprisingly, however, the full text is available, as is enough other information that one can reconstruct the poet's presentation more completely than heretofore and see the speech as a rather more complex document than has been assumed.
In his Life of Algernon Charles Swinburne, Edmund Gosse introduces Swinburne's speech as part of the anticipation of Poems and Ballads orchestrated by
Lord Houghton-indeed, Gosse implies, perhaps the buildup even encouraged the excessive reaction that has entered literary history. Gosse recounts the evening at the Royal Literary Fund with great skill, intimating Houghton's having pressured a somewhat reluctant committee to invite the young poet to be honored;2 sketching I / Swinburne did of course give many readings to groups of his friends and had been as an undergraduate an active member of Old Mortality (see Gerald C. Monson, "Old Mortality at Oxford," Studies in Philology 67 [1970] : 359 -89). 2/Lord Houghton's biographer, James Pope-Hennessy, makes no mention of Houghton's efforts in this particular regard in his admirable account of the relations between Swinburne and his mentor (see Monckton Milnes: The Flight of Youth, 1851 -1885 [New York, 1955 nize that the poet's brimleade involves much more than getting rewarded for crossing the sea, we too are obliged to "drink deep" and, as far as our lines will reach, at least to try to sound the depths of meaning which lie below the literal surface of the poet's words. The literal translation of 1051-54a might be recast along the lines of:
More deeply yet, did the lord of earls for each Of those who with Beowulf plumbed the sea-paths, There on the bench pulling at mead, fill their sails With flowing wealth, ply them with golden legacy, And then arrange for that one man to be Paid for with solid gold, whom Grendel earlier Had wickedly killed,. . . [1050-54a] University of Denver Gosse himself, of course, was not present, and though he undoubtedly had good sources for his representation of the evening, he was wrong in at least one respect. Probably depending on his knowledge of Swinburne's usual reading voice and apparently nervous behavior, Gosse writes that Swinburne "recited, in shrill, monotonous tones, the short essay which he had learned by heart."4 In fact, there is contemporary evidence that paints a different picture. Moreover, the account, which is in an unidentified newspaper clipping among the Houghton Papers at Trinity College, Cambridge, may well have helped to form, or confirm, the image of Swinburne in Henry Adams's mind which he recalled when he came some years later to depict the man he thought "a real genius."5 The "English author" who provides the newspaper account writes with great admiration of Swinburne's presence:
After Mr. Kingsley arose Mr. Swinburne. He spoke in such a low voice that I could only see his lips move, and hear no word. But it was enough to see Swinburne's face-especially with his cheek and eye kindled and I shall never forget it. A small, young, even boyish man, with handsome, regular features and smooth skin; with eyes that glitter; with thin, flexible lips, whose coldness is in strange contrast to the passionate intensity of his eyes; with a great deal of reddish hair that surrounds his face like a halo. He seemed to me like some wild bird of rare and beautiful plumage, which has alighted in our uncongenial climate, and who is likely to die before it is acclimatised. No one who has ever looked upon his face would doubt for a moment that he is a man of genius.
Who this otherwise unidentified English author is, of course, cannot now be recovered with any certainty, but it is intriguing to think that Henry Adams might have read the vivid description and that it might have revived in his mind when he came to compose his own recollection of Swinburne as he was when he first met him at Fryston, Houghton's country house, in December 1862: "The fourth [guest] was a boy, or had the look of one, though in fact a year older than Adams himself.
He resembled in action and in this trait, was remotely followed, a generation later, by another famous young man, Robert Louis Stevenson-a tropical bird, high-crested, long-beaked, quick-moving, with rapid utterance and screams of humour, quite unlike any English lark or nightingale. One could hardly call him a crimson macaw among owls, and yet no ordinary contrast availed. 
org/terms
Four years after this first meeting, Adams was at the dinner of the Roya Literary Fund when Swinburne spoke, for he notes in a letter the day the din was to be held that he was going to go, "to swell the noble Houghton's train."7 A he recalled in The Education of Henry Adams that the last time he saw Swinburne was that evening, when "Monckton Milnes summoned his whole array of Frystonians to support him in presiding at the dinner of the Authors' Fund, when Adams found himself seated next to Swinburne, famous then, but no nearer [in friendship than the two had been at their first meeting]. They never met again."8
The text of Swinburne's remarks is available in a work that has escaped the notice of Swinburne scholars.9 In David Williams: Founder of the Royal Literary Fund,'? E. V. Lucas quotes the whole of Swinburne's reply to the toast "To the Historical and Imaginative Literature of England":
My Lord and Gentlemen, there is one thing which lightens my sense of embarrassment and inadequacy on being desired to respond to this toast-the hope that the speech of my predecessor will atone for mine; as, under any circumstances, I am conscious that the former must efface the latter, and glad to shelter my failure under his success. As to the question of literature, it has been, as far as I can see or judge, already exhausted on all sides but one. In the imaginative literature of the present day, I at least can discern no more promising sign than the constant and tenacious influence of England upon France, of France upon England. This mutual and reciprocal influence, valuable as it is and fruitful as it must be, is partially, but is not wholly, a new thing. The middle ages brought forth a trinity of great poets: Dante, the Italian noble; Chaucer, the English gentleman; Villon, the French plebeian (hear, hear). We have to do at present with the Englishman only. Chaucer touches Dante with reluctance, almost with repulsion, uses him for a little, then recoils, and drops him as a child might drop a hot iron. 'I cannot go on; if you want more, apply to Dante.'' So much for the Italian influence; and yet France had then no poet comparable, even from afar off, to Dante. But when Chaucer comes upon the poetry of France he feels instantly at home. The spirit of southern France brightens and warms his verse; the hot sweet breath of Provence satiates and excites him. He translates even (in part) the intolerable Roman de la Rose, but the real tribute to France is not there; it must be sought in his Court of Love, impregnated with Provencal fancy, permeated with Albigensian faith;'2 in his Troilus and Creseide, filled from end to end with that fierce monotony of tenderness, that bitter absorption of life, which has made the heathenish love of Provencal fighters and singers a proverb to this day.
7/ The Letters of Henry Adams, ed. J. C. Levenson et al. (Cambridge, Mass., 1982) This influence, it may be said, was provincial and temporary; yet it had its day, and did its work. But now the action is mutual, it is not on one side only; it enforces a reaction. Take the last few years only, and you will see the son of the greatest French poet attempt and accomplish the best translation possible of the greatest English poet (hear, hear); you will see the father of that son dedicate to the memory of Shakespeare, inscribe to the people of England, such a book as no Englishman could have written since the death of Shakespeare himself (cheers). Some may feel ashamed, some will feel proud, that the supreme tribute to the greatest of English poets should have remained unwritten till the advent of the first among later poets worthy to stand near him. He who has best praised Shakespeare, is hitherto the sole successor of Shakespeare-Victor Hugo.'3 This is one point of contact, and one worth notice; another is this: that M. Charles Baudelaire, one of the most exquisite, most delicate, most perfect poets of the century-perfect in sound, in colour, in taste of metre and in tone of emotion-has devoted half his time to the translation and introduction of English writers among the French-not without fruit, and not without cost. In England I will take but one instance: French influence is no less visible than Grecian instinct in one of the most admirable among poets, one of the most brilliant and subtle among essayists now alive; whose claim to either crown is not less recognised in France than in England. For the higher literature of either nation I can imagine no fairer augury than such omens as these afford (cheers).
Swinburne's speech is interesting not just for its being his only formal and public utterance, but also for its tonal ambiguity. At first glance the speech seems to offer no difficulty it is a decorous, dignified, and graceful performance, suiting the audience and the occasion, fulfilling Swinburne's promise of cool aplomb in announcing his topic to Lord Houghton the month before: "I got a note yesterday about the dinner and will say my say as I can. Of course I shall blow a small trumpet before Hugo. I thought something might be said of the new mutual influence of contemporary French and English literature e.g., the French studies of Arnold and the English of Baudelaire."14 Moreover, the speech allows Swinburne to identify his own poetic allegiances in his implicit identification with Chaucer and, of course, Baudelaire and to compliment his country and his countrymen even as it allows him to turn, in the conclusion, with a deft compliment, to Matthew Arnold. It is hardly surprising that those biographers and critics who have read the speech in fragments treat it with little caution.
If someone were to object that this well-mannered and decorous Swinburne seems not to match the Swinburne we know so well in the 1860s, the Swinburne whose reputation for public and private eccentricity was beginning to be noted with 14/ The Swinhurne Letters, ed. Cecil Y. Lang, 6 vols. (New Haven, Conn., 1959-62) we to make of a man who praises Arnold both for his "Grecian instinct" and for his knowledge of French literature when we know how little Swinburne thought of both? For all his admiration of Greek qualities in Arnold's poetry, Swinburne had, after all, been provoked, in part, to write Atalanta in Calydon by the very lifelessness of Arnold's attempt to realize the form of Greek tragedy in Merope.'8 And Swinburne's soured judgment late in life that he "never thought him [Arnold] worth serious consideration" as a literary critic and only a "cultured dunce" about French literature ("most seriously and sedately silly")'9 is not far from his warning readers in 1867 that in matters of French verse, Arnold, simply, is "not competent to Munby, 1828 -1910 , by Derek Hudson (n.p., 1972 , pp. 220, 224. Munby offers evidence too of Swinburne's admiration of Baudelaire later in 1866, on December 2, when he heard Swinburne discourse of Poe, Whitman, and "Bourdelaire [sic], a certain ribald French poet, whom he declared to be '15 million times' better than Tennyson" (p. 233). 17/Swinburne commented of Baudelaire in 1862 that "to some English readers the name of M. Baudelaire may be known rather through his admirable translations, and the criticisms on American and English writers appended to these, and framing them in fit and sufficient commentary, than by his volume of poems" ("Charles Baudelaire," in Bonchurch ed., 13:418). Even taking into account Baudelaire's scattered comments on such English writers as Byron, such a desire as that to see Melmoth the Wanderer well translated, and, of course, his translation of De Quincey's Confessions of an English Opium Eater, it is difficult to see Baudelaire as having "devoted half his time to the translation and introduction of English writers among the French."
18/"As for Professor Arnold's Merope the clothes are well enough but where has the body gone? So I thought, and still think, the field was clear for me" (Letters, 1:115 Indeed, to read the report (in sixteen pages of fine print-"the proceedings did not terminate until a late hour," noted The Times23) of this extremely self-conscious literary evening with its earnest discussions of literature and of the connections, responsibilities, and duties of literature is to read a catalog of precisely the kinds of demands on literature that Swinburne was, by the autumn of the year, to find himself explicitly battling in Notes on Poems and Reviews.24 It is, in fact, just possible that the evening's pious declarations, one after the other, from speaker after speaker, helped to color such a remark as that Swinburne makes about 24/Swinburne's own response to the Report is interesting: "I want to shew you the report of my speech at Speaking from his perspective, the bishop of St. David's marked the close connection between the church and literature, saying that "literature is the weapon which she [the Anglican church] does most employ" in her defense. Sir Willoughby Jones remarked that "there is no doubt that the tone of English literature is eminently Church of England," and ventured to say that Shakespeare's plays "are as good Church of England books as any in the English language." Even a military man, General Vincent Eyre, drawing on his troops' long battles with tedium in India, reminded the audience that "the interests of literature and the army are in some measure reciprocal (cheers)."
The application of such admonitions was, moreover, carefully made by the speakers just preceding Swinburne. Venables reveals in his remarks some hesitation about the moral tone of Atalanta in Calydon and Chastelard and reminds Swinburne that "as, at present, the representative of the future in English poetry, he has a great responsibility upon him, and a noble task to accomplish." Venables looks forward to Swinburne's dealing with "many pleasanter subjects" than Mary Stuart.
Similar moral concerns seem to underlie Charles Kingsley's agreement "with every word that Mr. Venables has said of" Swinburne. Kingsley rather pointedly celebrates the refinement of English literature from being "the coarse, fierce, and often vain thing" that it had been a hundred or two hundred years before.
Even Lord Houghton's remarks read rather coolly, though, of course, he speaks as one whose responsibilities in encouraging donations include due caution about their expenditure. Nevertheless, if one can detect a possible anticipation of intellectual fireworks in his comments about the coming together of literary men ("there are thoughts in England at this moment-there are minds in England at this moment, which, if they were brought into electrical communication might produceheaven knows what!"), one can also detect some remarks aimed, perhaps ironically, at Swinburne, "a young man who will continue that race and carry on the torch" of literature as Tennyson had "when the great poets of the last time went away": "Upon the mind of Man He gave, / It pleaseth God to ride; / And make each passion-crested wave / Part of his mighty tide." If Houghton regarded literature as "a great duty of mankind," he was also adamant that the literary occupation "must be regulated in the life of this country, like all other occupations, by the great laws of supply and demand (hear, hear)."
One would like to know a good deal more about the evening of May 2, 1866, and especially to know more about the intentions and anticipations not only of Swinburne but also of Lord Houghton, so famed for his experimental combinations of guests on social occasions. Until that information is forthcoming, we need to approach Swinburne's speech gingerly. It may not be what it appears to be.
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